NATURE’S AUDIT.

“Order is God's first law,” declares an old saying, and we have only to look in nature's mirror to
see that in the world around us it is as much Omega as Alpha. Nature is always revealing the
continuity of this divine attribute in the perfecting of her plans and the sequence of her systems,
and never is a revelation so emphasized as in the golden fall, when harvest brings out the ledgers
of vineyard, orchard and field and before the universe balances their accounts.
This thought adds new significance to the Fall, which is the wonder of the four seasons.
Magnificent is the splendor of summer, the perfume of ten thousand flower distilleries, gorgeous
with the painting of every flaming hue, and all athrill with song, from the larks reveille to the
drowsy chorus of insect life in swamps and hillock.
Unsurpassed is the majestic glory of winter, as, with its icy finger pressing the pulse of nature's
life; it wraps a valley and mountain and plain in a comatose mantle of white, which only our
knowledge of what has come and gone before tells us is not death but sleep.
Attraction Incarnate is the miracle of spring — the year’s debutante, winning the earth's hard and
unresponsive heart back to life and love and warmth and color and the light, chasing shadows in
lengthening days.
Yet, better than these, in all the right perfection of maturity, autumn is the climax of the year. It
comes with its hands laden with reward for all good, irrespective of person and condition, and
across its wealth God has written lessons of deep spiritual import and worth. It is one of such
that it is the purpose of this article to hold up and impress.
The analogy between warm fall and cold finance, between bounteous season and dry statistics,
may at first sight appear somewhat strained, but a second and closer scrutiny will discover the
ciphers of golden grain, glowing fruit and luscious vintage — cyphers which nature's
mathematicians are comparing with other and earlier cycles of seed and prune and graph, and
with the rapidity and infallibility of experts binding all the gain and missing none of the loss.
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Already my readers will have surmised the parable between God’s audit of nature and God's
audit of men for as surely as the accuracy of seed time is attested by harvest, so must the planting
of the character and the tilling of the soul’s soil be balanced by seasons of fruition. So is this not
the time, when nature is balancing her accounts, for us to afresh examine the profit and loss
found upon our life’s page?
First, nature's audit is a public one. In this it differs little from the audits of the commercial world,
for their results are published broadcast and are usually considered a hallmark of trustworthiness
and repute. What the worldwide harvest has been, what disappointment it has brought, what
hopes it has realized, is a worldwide affair. Not alone the individual farmer anxiously surveys each
ingathered load, but his bountiful or sparing harvest is universally known and felt; financial and
business markets fluctuate with its rise or drop; even the wealthy watched with avidity its
outcome, while to the poor the margin between existence and starvation is determined by the
size of the loaf.
So it is with man, whether he sows for good or evil; “For whatsoever a man soweth, that shall he
also reap,” and, “He which soweth bountifully, shall reap also bountifully.” Hence, whatever has
been hidden during the sowing and the tilling and the ploughing, at the time of the Fall of life’s
year, when the chill breezes of its winter and often misfortune and sorrow and disaster come to
meet us, the reaping unmistakably tells to the world around as well as to our own hearts what
we have sown.
Here is a man young in years, but old in brain-cell and sinew. His hair is no longer brown, his eye
is no longer clear, his step is no longer firm — compatriots of his age and circumstances about
outdistanced him in prosperity’s race; life has him labeled a failure. Long before his time he is a
spent man — his resources are drained, the world has no further use for him, and eternity holds
no promise. Investigation of the other side of the ledger shows a smattering of good seeds sown
long ago — choked in its budding and warped in its growing by indulgence in evil. Retributive
results did not come all at once; for many years it was possible to keep up appearances, but the
time for balancing accounts has come, and even in this life the world around him knows — his
used-to-be friends know, his parents know, his evil companions, who have helped him down,
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know that he is but proving the unalterable law of God governing all his creation, that the reaping
will be according to the sowing.
Or perhaps the record is of a different reading. There has been delivered sowing of pernicious
seed; the thorn of doubt has been engrafted and cherished, until all the spiritual instincts of mind
and heart are smothered and the capacity of faith is dead. The Bible has long since been a closed
book; the life has been godless, prayerless, faithless; religion has been reviled; a godly father's
hope shattered; a mother's prayers forgotten. Then all unexpectedly one night, when the records
are laden with wrongs to his maker, wrongs to his fellow men and wrongs innumerable to his
own body and soul, a grim visitor who walks with noiseless tread enters, and the hour of audit
has arrived. Unconsciousness shrouds the last moments. But just before the last breath, the dole
eyes unclosed and reveal wild terror; the hands are outstretched; they hopelessly and helplessly
snatch at the air. Then comes a cry of a departing soul, that, having sewn to the wind, goes out
to reap the whirlwind!
And if the life is right, and pure and the audit a pleasing one, it can just as a little be hid. For the
heart which has not only nourished its own good seed but sewn it broadcast in the lives of others,
every year the harvest of blessing is richer, and worldling and saint look upon the evidence that
“The steps of a good man are ordered by the Lord.” Real goodness is a public commodity; that
is, it cannot be disguised and its fruits are unmistakable.
So that whether your life is good or whether it is evil, whether you are a credit to your early
advantages or a disgrace to them, whether you are entering upon the rewarding “rest which
remaineth for the people of God” or whether you are tasting the bitter harvest of past
contraband sweets, you may well expect that in all probability the results of the audit will be
known in this life, as they will in all shortly be declared before an assembled universe at the last
Great day.
AGAIN, Nature’s audit is just. The prejudices and unreasonableness that we meet with in life are
not found in nature. There, nothing is forgotten, everything is taken into consideration; from the
plant which had small chances small things are expected, and from the correspondingly favored
great things are looking for.
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So, upon the harvest of the spirit there falls the audits of divine impartiality. Oh, how often men
trade upon and misuse this truth! When condemned for their wrongdoing they say, “Ah, but God
does not see things as man sees them.” The Bible tells us, “The mercy of the Lord endureth
forever.” Once to such a mark I replied, “Yes, and so does his justice.” And the same justice
which remembers the dogging steps of a hereditary taint, the temptation of poverty with perhaps
criminal surroundings, the unenlightened intellect and confused conscience, will equally take
into account the stifled good instincts, the disregarded admonitions, the willfully forgotten early
training, the scripture stored memory, and all the prayers and tears against which the wanderer
has battled his path, away and down.
It is the perfect poise of those scales, the absolute accuracy of those accounts, which are at once
a man's greatest comfort or his most poignant despair.
Lastly, the audit is a final one. As with all competent checking of the records, there is no going
back, no possibility to “cook the ledger!” What is written must be read, and read as it stands.
Sowing and harvest, expenditure and income, profit and loss are equally unalterable. While the
daily Ledger is in our hands, no one else can make or mar the record but once written there, not
all the forces of the universe can obliterate what we have traced. Just as it would be impossible
for the wheat field to get back in September the opportunities of April, so it is vanity to sigh for
our time of sowing when our time of reaping is at hand, and when our records have passed to
the checking of the great accountant.
As a sweet singer of truth has it —
Yesterday now is a part of forever,
Bound up in a sheath which God holds tight.”
In such a case surely it behooves us to strive after righteousness, to walk carefully and watch
constantly, so that when the Supreme Audit casts up the accounts of a lifetime, we may “strike
an even balance.”
(September 24th, 1910)
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